nueva tratamiento antiaging.

New bio-repairing technology
for firming the skin and restoring its density.
This is a synergic dual-action treatment that
synchronises endothermy and mesotherapy using
cosmetics enriched with plant stem cells.
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RÖS’S Estética, a European leading company in beautician
appliances, now brings MESOBIOLIFT RF into its technological
family, as the most advanced equipment in its range of antiaging
treatments. Its reparative mechanism stimulates the cells in
all cutaneous strata, thereby activating their self-regenerating
capacity. That intracellular action results in reconstruction of
the bio-redensifying network that keeps our tissues secured.
The skin responds naturally and progressively, showing a smooth
and well-toned appearance.

Three powerful
ingredients in
alliance to tackle
old problems

The endothermal energy generated
by MESOBIOLIFT RF results from a
fusion of electromagnetic energy
and direct current. This new
emission has the power to produce
controlled internal heat and to
carry the plant stem cells from the
Supreme Cell emulsion transdermally
down to the deep-lying layers of
the skin. This formula is extremely
efficient in cases of flaccidity
and devitalisation.

Dermal treatments were until now programmed in
phases: firstly, stimulating vasodilation and
then causing nutrients to penetrate down inside
the skin.

The beauty technology that pays the
greatest attention to the nature of
the skin
Applicator designed with a dual
objective: to ensure skin safety and
facilitate professional work

With MESOBIOLIFT RF we achieve both objectives
at the same time. This new system acts in a
synchronised way from the surface and from the
interior of the skin, with the objective of
actuating the mechanisms that boost cellular
regeneration.

We treat the skin — that distinguishing
mark of beauty and health — with the
utmost care and professionalism. The
tissues of the dermis perceive endothermal
energy with different intensity, according
to their capacity for absorption.

This reactivation takes place both in the
ordinary cells and in the stem cells, an outcome
that provides added value to our treatments.

Coaxial emission, so no awkward return
electrodes needed
Pilot light to indicate emission

The tissues most resistant to the passage
of energy tend to heat up more quickly and
intensely than the tissues that present less
resistance to the passing of energy.

The technological challenge of the Mesobiolift
system: the synchronisation of energies
The creation of a single endothermal wave capable
of synchronising two actions with complementary
functions was the challenge taken on by our
research and development department.
The result is a more modern and effective tool
that multiplies the treatment possibilities and
reduces treatment times.
The endothermal wave is a heat
generator and optimum vehicle for
releasing active ingredients into the
skin. Its intensity can be adjusted
according to the treatment required.

Endothermal energy
Resistive bipolar emission, for controlled
and selective emission of energy

Ergonomic design. Energy emission
triggered by pedal in order to leave the
hands free for the application

Epidermis

The MESOBIOLIFT RF treatment protocol has been designed under
strict medical control, taking into account all the variables that
influence correct stimulation of the skin according to the zone
treated and the degree of cutaneous ageing.

Dermis

Hipodermis

This working method prevents unnecessary aggressions to the
skin, preparing it progressively to receive the amounts of energy
that it can tolerate.
Endothermal energy

Professional protocol
Energy acts in all skin layers

À la carte treatments,
intuitive handling,
unsurpassable results

The technology of MESOBIOLIFT RF is designed with the
delicacy brought by our team of advisers and the practicality
provided by our engineers. This results in an intuitive and
versatile piece of equipment that takes extreme care of the skin
and yet is powerful in its results.

PHASE I

Scanning from 1MHz to 3MHz

Cutaneous preparation

PHASE II

MESOBIOLIFT RF system

Cellular activator

Treatment in synergy

PHASE III

Radiofrequency at 3MHz

Efficacy booster

Circulatory activator to boost take-up
of active ingredients

40 programming possibilities
in order to approximate as closely as possible to the
needs of each person’s skin.
Two energy applicators for facial treatments and one
for body treatments.
Set parameters according to skin diagnosis, choose
the right applicator and follow the protocol indicated
by the intelligent software. And away you go!
All that is needed now is your personal
touch to achieve the very finest results.

Controls the progressive temperature
increase in the skin temperature. Keeps all
cutaneous layers stimulated and receptive.

In facial treatments, the resistance offered by the tissues to the passing
of current leads to a controlled increase in the tissue temperature in the
dermis, while leaving the epidermis intact. This endothermal increase has a
dual consequence:

Facial
treatments
With the passing of time, the cellular
renovation of the tissues slows down and
the skin loses elasticity due to weakening
of the fibres (collagen and elastin, among
others) that assist its recovery.
The dermis becomes thinner and wrinkles
tend to appear.

1.

Immediate activation of the Reception of Supreme Cell active ingredients and activation of
blood circulation
cellular neogenesis

2.

Contraction of the collagen Immediate effect: tensing of collagen fibres in the subcutaneous tissue
fibres
Progressive effect: formation of new elastic fibres

In body treatments,
MESOBIOLIFT RF
offers a
treatment at 1MHz
radiofrequency.

body
treatments

Buttocks
Buttoc
But
tocks
ks

IMPROVEMENT OF SKIN BIO-REDENSIFIYING NET

In body treatments, Mesobiolift RF offers a treatment
at 1MHz radiofrequency. Medical studies show that RF
is one of the most suitable energy forms for treating
flaccidity in difficult zones such as the inner side of
the thighs and on the abdomen or arms.
Its activating power induces a proliferation of dermal
fibroblasts and improves the arteriovenous system
of the tissues. A further side effect is that it drives
a circulatory activation that improves drainage and
furnishes the skin with an extra supply of oxygen and
nutrients.

Firming, face oval correction, improvement of general
elastic tone, improvement of expression lines
Abdomen

Arms
Neck and chin

Crows feet

Nasolabial folds

Supreme CELL enriched with
plant stem cells

Plant stem cells contain molecular structures that human
cells are able to recognise. Supreme Cell is the conductive
emulsion for the endothermal wave, and it contains stem
cells extracted from the nucleus of the argan fruit, a
recognised cellular regenerator. It activates the neogenesis
of the skin cells, reconstructing the net that holds our
cutaneous tissue in place. Optimum for skins devitalised
through lack of nutrients and now beginning to show
signs of ageing.

Endothermal penetration of plant
stem cells, regenerative action,
triple effect
Scientific studies demonstrate that electromagnetic emission
has a direct effect on the cells in the skin, and more
specifically on the organic stem cells present in all tissue
strata. The stem cells are pluripotential and are especially
receptive to this external stimulus.
The endothermal wave of itself stimulates growth of the
stem cells, but in addition the ionic interchange that
it unleashes enhances the permeability of the cellular
membrane, which means that the active ingredient (in turn
enriched with structures readily recognisable to the skin
cells) has a very much more efficient and speedy effect than
when it is rubbed in by hand.

RÖS’S Estética is a European manufacturer of
professional aesthetic technology since 1978. Its
mission is to share with beautician professionals the
most innovative and efficient solutions in beauty
devices. The objectives of our trademark are to
provide value and offer ongoing service.
We place all our values at your disposal:
l Knowledge and experience
l Training plan and medical assistance
l Guarantee of European manufacturing
l After-sales service
We at RÖS’S are at the side of entrepreneurs to
accompany them in their growth. Our entire team
of professionals and our medical-beautician,
commercial, marketing and technical departments are
at your disposal.
RÖS’S, vocation for service

MESOBIOLIFT RF
DIMENSIONS

Ref. 0028480
Width
Height
Depth
Weight

BETA stand included REF.O077220
FREQUENCY
MODE
APPLICATOR POWER

590 mm
112 mm
560 mm
19 kg
790x450 mm
1/3MHz
Continuous
40 W

CODE

ACCESSORY

QUANTITY

04RF000

Specific applicator

04RF010

Facial applicator

1

04RF020

Body applicator

1

0401700

Pedal wiith DIN-5 thread

1

6600090

SUPREME Cell 240 ml

1

6600095

RF Conductive Emulsion 1000 ml

1

1
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